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Overview

OVERVIEW
The century approaches its end and never the turn ofa century was marked so Literally by a
scientific development in its preceding decades. The millennium problem is almost symbolic
for the computerization ofsociety. Also scientific practfre has been deeply affected by the
computer, not only its use in research itself, but also the way in which this research is orga-

nized Large-scale cooperation is seen more and more often, which would be unfeasible in
practice without fast electronic communication. Indeed, cooperation is a positive requirement ofsociety. which does not Like its researchers to operate from ivory towers. CW! is
excellently equipped to operate in this climate. Its researchers are alert in taking up new
interesting challenges, knowing themselves supported by, e.g. , a very advanced computing
infrastructure. For example, the rapidly increasing research needs from the financial world
triggered at CW! a substantial effort in that area. During the report year five projects were
in progress related to financial problems, ranging from (qumi-) Monte Carlo simulations in
connection with derivatives to data mining offinancial time series. The visual presentation
ofinformation is rapidly gaining popularity as mankind, well-equipped with visual information processing capabilities, is increasingly faced with information overload and computer processing power no Longer poses heavy constraints on visual presentation. CW/ recognized the importance ofthis trend already years ago and now runs several projects in visualization ofcomplex systems, multimedia! information systems and presentations, and image
processing. Other examples include evolutionary computation and neural networks, with
applications in, e.g., planning large-scale air traffic and classification ofremote sensing
images. This, and other research, and the frameworks in which it takes place, will be
detailed in the survey below of CW!s activities during I 998.

Telematics Institute
The national Telematics lnstirute (TI) was officially inaugurated in Enschede on
February 11, the very day of CW1's foundation in 1946. It was the first of a series of
'Leading Technological Insticutes' initiated by the govemmem (viz., the ministries of
Education, Culture & Science, of Economic Affairs, and of Agriculture,
Environmenra1 Protection & Fishery) . Here knowledge institutions like CWI closely
cooperate with T rade & Industry and governmenral bodies. The Telematics Institute is
builr around the former Telematics Research Cenrre. Participating knowledge institutions are the universities of Twenre and Delft, the organization for Applied Scientific
Research (TNO-MET), and CW1. In addition, sevenreen companies are involved. So
far, CWI secured participation in no less than seven projects financed by TI (see Table
1), actually not surprising in view of CWI's long standing experrise in areas as queueing theory, databases, and multimedia - all of prime importance to telecommunication. Hence, CWI expects ro merge through this channel its fundamenra1 knowledge
w ith the industrial partners' domain knowledge, which is a necessary basis for creating
innovative products.
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Quality-of-service in future networks
(Borst) (CTIT, KPN, Lucent)
Domain Specific Languages
(van Deursen/Klint) (TI, ING, CAP Gemini, Lucent)
Systems Validation Centre
(Groote) (CMG, CTIT, KPN, lucent, TI)
Digital Media Warehouse Systems
(Kersten) (UT, KPN, Syllogic)
DRUID - Multimedia Indexing and Retrieval on the basis of Image Processing and Language &
Speech Technology
(Kersten) (TNO, UT}
U-WISH - Web-based Services for Information and Commerce
(Pemberton) (TNO-TM, CTIT}
Mediated Communication
(ten Hagen) (TNO, TUD)

Table 1: Telemasics /11stit11te projt!cts with CW! participation 11pprovtd iri 1998. In brackets rhe CW! project leader and rhe parmers.

Multimedia presentations on the Internet
GRiNS (Graphical lncerface for SMIL) is an authoring sysrem for mulrimedia applicarions on rhe lncerner,
recendy developed ar CW!. The specification language SM IL (Synchronized Multimedia lncegrarion Language)
was accepred in June 1998 by rhe W3C consortium as a srandard. (W3C comprises several hundreds of research
institutions and companies involved in rhe developmenr of the Web all over rhe globe. CWI hosts rhe local W3C
office in The Netherlands.) SMIL, used in connecrion with other W3C srandards such as HTML and CSS, enables a Web aurhor to develop applicarions comparable ro multimedia presencations on CD-ROM sysrems. SMIL
was developed in the W3C working group on synchronized mulrimedia SYMM, in which CWI played a key
role. Several leading screaming media companies such as Philips Research, RealNerwo rks, Nerscape, Lucenr, and
Compaq (Oigiral) parcicipared in this work. SMIL's theorerical foundation is the Amsterdam Hypermedia Model
which was designed ar CWI some years ago. The authoring system GRiNS was used to rest SMIL and experimental applicarions were bui lr wirh CWJ's authoring and ediring cools. CWI's efforc for SM IL was funded in
pare by rhe ESPRIT-IV projecr CHAMELEON which ended in November 1998. GRiNS has rhe advancage of
providing a uniform interface for composing Internet presenrations in the leading srandard formats for hypermedia and mulrimedia. Moreover, its user-friendliness enables even non-programmers to compose complex presenrations without experr help. GRiNS proreccs return on invescmenr, in rhac one presentation can be produced in
various formars, chus faciliracing users co keep up wich rhe dynamic marker developmenrs of multimedia usage in
computer networks. The business plan for furcher developing GRiNS won in che fall of 1998 one of che rhree
main prizes in the McKinsey New Venrure '98 compericion. G RINS is now being markered by the spin-off company Oratrix.
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The TeLemaiics Institute sponsors a projecr, UWISH, in which CW/ studies •he usability ofthe imerj1ice
ofWeb-bt1Sed applications, both theoretically and in several types ofapplications, in particular by studying the effect ofinterface adaptations on various websites. The fimrl report 011 usability will itself be
presenred as a web application.

ICES
The ICES-KIS programme (ICES = Interdeparrmenral Commitree for Economic
Srrucmre Reinforcemenr, KIS = Knowledge InfraStruccure) concerns a joint effort of a
number of minisrries, including rhose of Education, Culture & Science and Economic
Affairs, in order ro reinforce rhe Dutch research infrastrucrure and irs inreracrion wirh
sociery and Trade & Indusrry in particular. Iris financed from the governmenr's revenues from natural gas exploitation. CWI is involved in rwo large-scale projecrs approved
in 1998. The firsr, Brainporr, robe carried our wirh parmers of rhe WTCW Science
Park (WTCW =Science & Technology Centre Warergraafsmeer, CWI is locared on irs
premises) receives 30 Mfl as support for Research & Developmenr. CWI will focus on
multimedia information engi neering and rhe modelling of bio.Jogical processes. The
second project, Gigaporr (innovative internee rechnologies and applicarions), consists
of rwo parts: Gigaworks and Giganer. CWI is involved in both. Work in Gigaworks
will be carried out with parrners in the Telemarics lnsrirute.

ERCIM
A rhird large-scale cooperarive framework is the European Resea rch Consorcium for
Informarics and Marhematics (ERCIM), in which at present national research insrirutions from fourteen European countries are represenred (see Table 2). This consortium
was founded in 1989 by CWI, joindy with GMO (Germany) and INRIA (France). In
1998 CWI's general director, Gerard van Oortmerssen, was elecred President of
ERCIM. Also bilareral cooperarion was started wirh GMO, followed by preparations
for the same wirh SZTAK.l (Hungary) . Cooperation with INRIA already existed since

7

Table 2: Present ERCIM Membership (31 December 1998)
Orgnnizntion

Country

CW!
Cencrum voor Wiskun<lc en lnformacica

The Netherland s

185

1989

GMO
Forschungsu:ncrum lnformacionscechnik

Germany

1250

1989

INRIA
lnscicuc Nacional de Recherche en Informacique
er en Aucomacique

France

2100

1989

CLRC
Central Laborarory of che
Research Councils

United Kingdom

290

1990

CNR
Cosiglio Nazionale de lle Ricerche

lcaly

600

1991

SINTEF
Sciftelsen for lnduscriell og Teknisk Forskning
ved Norges Tekniske Hogskole
(SINTEF Telecom and lnformacics)

Norway

350

1992

FORTH
Foundacion of Research and Technology - Hcllas
(Insticuce of Compucer Science)

Greece

160

1992

SICS
Swedish Inscicute of Computer Science

Sweden

80

1992

VIT

Finland

200

1993

SZTAKI
Magyar Tudomanyo s Akadcmia Szamicastechnikai es Auromacizalasi
J<ucac6 Incezece

Hungary

350

1994

SARIT
Swiss Association for Research in
lnformacion Technology

Switzerland

800

1994

CRCIM
Czech Research Consortium for
Informacics and Machemacics

Czech Republic

250

1996

OANIT
Danish Consorrium for Information Technology

Denmark

80

1996

SRCIM
Slovak Research Consortium for
Informatics and Machemacics

Slovakia

145

1998

Technical Research Cenue of Finland
(VIT Informacion Technology)
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Two members have left: ERCIM meanwhile:
AEDIMA (Spain) 1993-1996, and INESC (Portugal) 1991-1 998.

Research sea.ff
Member since
(informatics/mathematics)
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Signing the ERC!M Agreement on Scientific Cooperation in April 1989 ttt Schloss Birlinghoven (GMD):
(ftom left) Alain Bensoussm1 ( INRJA), Friedrich Winkelhage (GMD), Cor Baayen (CW!}. Phoro: S. Miinch.

rhe 1980s in rhe framework of a general research agreement between France and The
Nerherlands. The joint projects with GMD scarred in the report year cover embedded
sysrems, data mining, environmenral modelling, compurarional fluid dynamics, and
scienrific visualizarion. Last, bur nor leasr, CWI will host rhe acrivities ro celebrate
ERCIM's 10-year jubilee in 1999.

W3C
On rhe global level CWI is active in rhe World Wide Web consortium W3C. This
consorrium, joined meanwhile by several hundreds of compan.ies and insrirurions,
plays a guiding role in the further developmenr of rhe Web. For rhis purpose it created
several work.ing groups, in a number of which CWI plays an active role. Here we mention rhe work on the multimedia specification language SMIL, co which CWT made
significanr conrribucions, and which acquired in June I 998 rhe status of W3C
Recommendation, and rhe working group XHTML, chaired by CWI researcher
Steven Pembenon. W3C has offices in several counrries; the Durch office is located at
CWI. In addition CWT nosts a 'mirror sire' for rhe W3C server. Finally CWT has the
honour of organizing in May 2000 in Amsterdam rhe large annual inrernarional
WWW conference.

European and notional projects
CWI's parriciparion in new cooperarive frameworks like the Telematics lnsriture and
ICES-Kl$ has an added value because rhe delay in the EU Fift:h Framework
Programme causes a remporary dip in income from European projects. Even so, CWT
still participated in 1998 in some twenry European projects and networks. One of the

9
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Symbolic Techniques for Program Analysis
As a consequence of our ever increasing dependence on rhe proper functioning of sofrware systems, rhe need for
proving their rdiabiliry has co be rnken serious indeed. Umil recendy such proofs were only feasible for systems
whose size is far below whac is found in praccice. Recendy developed cechniques, however, may offer a solurion.
The aim is now co apply chese rechniques effectively, so rhac real-life systems can be successfully analyLed. In
principle there arc chree approaches: proof by manual labour, fully automated proof techniques, and a mix
bccween rhe rwo. CWT has shown chat the lase way enables rhe analysis of realisric syscems. Manual proof can be
carried our in rhe concexr of Process Algebra (PA). The use of PA has advantages above ocher verificarion merhods
such as modal or temporal logic because of ics high level of abstracrion and its composition properries. On the
basis of PA, CWT developed µCRL (micro Common Represencarion Language). The idea was co creare a basis for
sharpening symbolic techniques, rarher rhan adding another language ro the reperroire. With µCRL one can
carry our proofs manually fo llowing strict logical rules. In praccice, however, several such proofs remain sloppy,
because rhe manual mechod is effecrive only for small systems, nor exceeding one page of code. Fully automated
proof rechniques are usually based on scare aucomaca. Ac CWT now systems wirh 108 scares can be dealc wirh (in
~c::m:ral chc:: limit is I QG), bur realiscic sysrems are still considerably larger (for example I 0 I OOO sraces). Of course,
ir is of the utmost importance ro find ways co reduce che number of scares. CWI research indicaces rhac by transforming processes described in µCRL ro a normal form (Linear Process Operation) using rewriting rechniques
(aucomaced inducrion, rree auromara), exponential reducrion of che number of scaces can be reached. By using
proof checkers, which guarantees che required precision, in combination wich manual control, CWT has shown
char this approach can be effecrive for middle-sized syscems. One may compare this hybrid technique wirh rhe
way packages such as MATLAB and MAPLE are used in machemacical formula manipulation. This approach to
putting formal proof rechniques co pracrical use may in due course very well lead ro a revolurion in marhemacical
argume ncarion, as was foreseen already some chirry years ago by che eminent Dutch marhemacician N.G. de
Bruijn when he created his Auromach syscem. Meanwhile several instances of faulry sofrware have been revealed
by applying formal proof checkers under manual control. Recent Durch examples include rhe automated control
system for che legs of car lifting inscallacions in garages, and for rhe doors of the flood barrier in che Nieuwe
Wacerweg which protects rhe Rorccrdam area by closing chc doors in case of flood. Since many more such
insrances can be expecred to show up in the near future, we may see before long the birch of a new profession:
char of sofuvare prover.
lmp://www.cwi.nl/- jfg/

Software controlling the flood barrier near Rotterdam harbour was checked wirh formal methods.
Phoco: Rijkswarersraat, Mecrkundige Dienst Afdeling Grafische Techniekcn, Delft.
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projecrs concluded in rhe reporr year was CHAMELEON (multimedia document processing), ro which CWI made a subsranrial conrribution with rhe development of rhe
aurhoring sysrem GRiNS for multimedia applicarions on rhe I nrernec. Also rhe work
on rhe ISO-standard PREMO (Programming Environment for Mulrimedia Objects)
was concluded with an implemenration and a descriprion, ro be published in 1999.
This standard emerged from rhe European projecr MADE which ended rhree years
earlier and in which CWI played a key role. O n the national level CW! parricipared
already from the outset in the ICES-HPCN programme for high performance computing and nerworking, which starred in 1996 as an iniriative of rhe minisrry of
Economic Affairs, with the comparatively large number of six projects, in the fields of
visualization, environmenral modelling, and dar:ibases (data mining, database management) . This programme ends in 1999.
Apart from direct basic funding through NWO a subsra ntial part of CWI's research
funding is acquired in competition in rhe form of projects in special NWO programmes. fr concerns a rocal of forcy projects. Other support comes: from bilateral cooperative agreements which NWO has concluded wirh Hungary and the Royal Nerherlands
Academy of Arrs and Sciences wich Indonesia. Finally CWI receives income from
several research commissions by governmenral bodies and Trade & Industry. Such
commissions may range over several years, such as at present CWI's work on 'the 21 th
cenmry railroad timetable', commissioned by Durch Rail (NS}.

Spin-off companies
One of the fixed dates in CWI's agenda is CW! in Bedrijf, rhe annual day at which
CW1 since 1992 presents irs research ro Trade & lndusrry. In che report year, rhe evenr
drew some 110 participants. Jes central rheme was CWI's spin-off policy and pracrice.
Creation of spin-off companies is an importanr instrument for insritures like CWI ro
turn irs fundamenral knowledge inw markec-orienred applicarions, providing at the
same time high-tech job opportunities. After careful preparations the fall of 1998 saw
the birth of rwo spin-off companies. Oratrix, headed by Dick Bulrerman, focuses on
further development and markeri ng of the sofrware producr G RiNS (Graphical interface for SMIL - Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language, a specificarion language developed in the W3C working group SYMM), which was developed ar CWI.
Eidetica, led by Annius Groenink, provides linguistic and marhematical expertise for
the development of sofrware supporting information and knowledge managers.

The financial sector
CWI's research acciviries with a financial componenr cover several fields. In the rheme
Financial Mathematics, started early 1998, Monte Carlo and quasi Monte Carlo simulations for efficienr valuarion and risk assessmenr of financial derivatives a re studied, as
well as statistical inference for stochasric processes and fraccal analysis of financial dara.
This research is covered more in detail elsewhere in this Annual Report. Furthermore
CW1, in cooperarion wich the MeesPierson bank and Cap Gemini, from 1992 on
designed, formalized and implemented che domain-specific language RISLA for rhe
descriprion of financial produces, in particular interest rare producrs. Meanwhile
RISlA became a commercial success, which has led ro a long-term cooperarion wirh
Cap Gemini. In rhe IMPACT p rojecr, part of the national HPCN programme which
starred in 1996, parallel and distributed database technology is applied ro problems in
che financial sector. CWT research concentrates on data mining of financial time series.
Commissioned by ABN AMRO bank and sofrware house Roccade, CWI performed

ll
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C horToon - a JAVA-based a nima tion system
The 3-year projecr FASE (Facial Analysis and Synrhesis of Expressions), srarced in spring 1997, has enrered irs
second phase. The :tim is co develop a sysrem which can recognize facial movernenrs in fronr of a camera and use
rhe dara rhus produced rn animate models of the: human face. Basic ediring tools have been implemenred in rhe
CharToon sysrem. consisring of a collection of JAVA programs enabling the interactive construction of paramerrized 20 drawings an<l a set o f rime curves ro an imate rhe drawings. The project is a joinr efforr of Delfr
Universiry of Technology (TUD) and CWl and is sponsored by the Dutch Technology Foundation STW. FAS£
inregrates two technologies: Facial Analysis (FA) and Facial Synrhesis (FS), in order to achieve life-likeness of the
estimated facial information and motion. The FA module, covered by TUD, receives as inpur video images of a
face (the user) and possibly additional information (e.g., text and audio sources), on rhe basis of which the parameters describing rhe facial movemenrs and expressions are esrimarcd. The FS module, developed ar CWI, conrains a generic facial model and an animation model. It uses rhe estimated facial parameters as an input to
deform and move rhe facial model and thus mimic rhe looks and movements of rhe user. The resulrs are used as a
feedback input for FA. In addition, a rhird module, Model Editing and Parameter Conrrol lnrerface, nor only
facilitares rhe developmenr and set up of the (face) models and the generation of new animation models, bur also
provides easy concrol over the whole process of changing facial parameters - a highly desirable feature, in view of
the close interplay berween analysis and synrhesis. The integration of FA and FS is also done ar CWT. The FS
module allows rwo kinds of facial models. The 3D physically based models aim at realism, and are of inreresr ro
the relevision and telecommunication industries (efficient image coding). Second, 20 drawings, aiming at cartoon-like effects, srylized avatar faces or possibly also animation of 2D photographs of a real face, are of interest
ro the film industry (animarion) and in man-machine interaction (social user inrerfaces: avatars). Other applications include: enrertainment (games, inreracdve relevision, synthesized actors), lip synchronisation (text or voice
based, possibly a lso adjus ted for rhe deaf), and facial surgical p lanning and simulation. For the 20 models we
developed a Face Editor ro design the drawing ro be animated, an Animation Ediror to specify the time-behaviour of rhe drawing's animation parameters, leading to a movie script, and a Face Player co animare the drawing
using rhis script. These three rools are inregrared in the CharToon system. The implementation in JAVA makes
the system suitable for Web applications.

h ttp:/ /www.cwi.nl/FASE
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Animmion Editor, showing graphical parameter specifications and their effect on faces, created by Face Editor.
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research in sofcware renovation i 11 rhe Rc.:solwr project, which scarred in 1996. Joindy
with the Universiry of Amsterd:im and ID Research, and wirh support from the
ministry of Economic Affai rs, rhe n.:search included case studies of problems connecred
with Y2K, the Euro, and the migration from COBOL ro 00-COBOL. This project
was concluded mid-1 998 and yielded a roolset for rhe analysis of real-life COBOL legacy systems. A continuation of rhis work has been proposed.

Visual information
Another important research area at CWl is covered by the term 'visual informarion'.
The rapid development of this area originares in the increasing need and possibilities
ro render and process information visually. Ar CWT several projects come under this
denominator. The scudy of complex physical phenomena, such as turbulence, requires
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Using graph muric v11l11es, 1111d vis11nl tools like i·olour sammtion. linewidth, ere. the packt1ge Latour, developed
at CW/, cnn highlight the "back-bone" 0[11 frt!t'. i.e., those edgN which hold lnrger. more complex mbrrus. The
image on rhe lefi is a simple Momed-in imnge: the ustr bnrely k11ows where to move with tlu pan, ifcomplex
arens are St!flrched; it is also nor dear wherht:r the node 011 du left which looks like n l'Oot node is indeed the root
ofthe trt!t!. The right-hnnd image shows the snme portion ofthe grnph, with the mt:tric b11Sed 11isunl cue. It clearly shows. for example, that the node on the lefi is indred the root and that one ofthe edges going townrd the le.ft
leads to n complex portion ofthe tree, wherens tht• other one is probably less i11termi11g.

visualization of the underlying compurarional models (see elsewhere in this Annual
Report). Visualization of large graphs is imporcanc in the study of, e.g., large-scale
parallel computation processes and internal daca scruccures of compilers or Virtual
Reality scenes. CWI research inco multimedia! databases and information systems
received substancial momentum during rhe reporc year. An important subject is searching large piccure databases for certain image characceristics. Work on mulcimedia
standards, which led co rhe ISO standard PREMO, was followed by the research into
multimedia! presentations on the Web already mentioned before. Tn the area of signal
and image processing one now realizes that for a good understanding analysis over a
broad range of resolutions is necessary. Ar CWI images are studied using three techniques in which this multi-resolution aspect is clearly present: fractals, wavelers, and
morphology. The present focus is on fracral image coding applied co multimedia! dacabases, use of the wavelec-Radon transform developed at CWl, and the construction of
non-linear (morphological) wavelets. Finally CWI also pursues research inco stochastic
geometry. The resulring cechniques are applied in, e.g., image analysis, for example rhe
recognition of objects in noisy images.
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Mathematical a nalysis for gelalion near o well
The oil which is found in {he North-Sea resides in byers (called reservoirs) abour rhree kilomerres under the borrom of rhe sea. To rerain rhc oil, (brine) water is injcc{ed inro rhe reservoir through an injecdon well ro have rhe
oil flow out of rhc reservoir rhroLtgh a producrion well. Due ro inhomogeneity of rhe reservoir. rhe layers wirh a
higher permeabiliry are deplercd soon. Since rhe injected warer rends co Aow mainly rhroLtgh the well-permeable
(deplered) layers, the w-.u er producrion increases enormously. In order co shur-off these highly permeable layers in
rhe reservoir. polymers and crosslinkers in aqueous solution are injec{ed. The polymers, seen as large thin molecules, reacr with rhe crosslinkers and form a gel. The gel is adsorbed in the reservoir by which a decrease of the permeability is obtained. Under certain chemical circumstances, the crosslinker may precipitare and hence the gelarion reaction may be ddayed or even sropped. In rhe mathemarical formu lation of the problem, we consider the
adveccive rransporr of the polymers, crosslinkers and gel, the gelation reaction, gel adsorption and crosslinker precipicarion. We also rake the adsorprion kinetics into accounr, i.e. equilibrium is nor in.stamaneously assumed. The
resulting set of hyperbolic tr:msporc-reacrion equations can be solved numerically using a higher order upwind
finire volume scheme. In our research emphasis lay~ on rhe analytical study of the problem. For simple cases, we
obtained an analytical rravelling wave solution. For more complicared situarions, when we are not able ro find an
analyrical solurion, we analyse rhe problem more qualirarively. The insights developed in chis research can be used
ro validate rhe numerical solutions obtained from commercial simulators. The work is carried ouc in collaboration wich Delft University of Technology (Deparcmenc of Petroleum Engineering) and is supported by che project
WELGEL.
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Gas and oiL platform ofNAM (Nederfandse Aardoiie Maarschappij) 240 kilomum north ofDen HeUer.

Copyrighr: Sky Picrures.

Overview

Academia
An important life-l ine for CWI is its extensive network of relarions wirh rhe academic
world. Wirh irs interdisciplinary research rhemes, derived from societal problems, CWl
is posicioned complementary co academic research groups, ac rhe same rime maintaining intensive concaccs wich chese groups. The majority of CWI's projects involves one
or more partners ac a Durch university. In che reporr year 22 CWI researchers had a
pan-rime appoinrment ac a Durch university, including 18 full professors. Conversely,
20 academic researchers spent a pare of rheir rime ac CWI, among chem 7 as advisor.
Eighr young CW! researchers successfully defended rheir Ph.D. rhesis ar a Durch university. CWI has concluded cooperative agreements wirh all seven Durch research
schools active in the research fields covered by CWI. In addition CWI parricipaces in
che programme of EURANDOM, che incemational research institute for statistics,
probability cheery and operations research located ar Eindhoven University of
Technology (TUE) . Finally CWI concluded agreements wich TUE and che Free
Universiry of Amsterdam separacely concerning mutual secondment of researchers.

Dynamics
The internal document MOBILE (1992) formed che srarcing point for che FIT operation (Flexible, Interdisciplinary, Thematic) which was carried ouc in 1996. From rhat
rime, in che mid-1990s, CWI's research field was increasingly SCI[ in motion, requiring
more alert adaptation co interesting new developments. This has led ro che rerminacion
of research in co biomachemacics, crypcography, computer algebra, and dynamical systems, nor because these subjects were exhausted (on the contrary), bur rather because
CWI had made innovative contributions co chem for years and preferred to continue
doing the same in other, newly emerging areas. Hence, research in environmental
modelling (Hans van Duijn, Jan Verwer) and in signal and image processing (Mike
Keane, Henk Heijmans) was considerably reinforced, and new research was scarred a
couple of years ago in Quantum Computing (Paul Vic:inyi), followed by Evolutionary
Computation (Han La Poutre), and mosc recently by the aforeciced Financial
Machemarics (Hans Schumacher) project.

Interest from society
CWI enjoyed considerable arcention and appraisal from society during the report year.
Several politicians wanted to be informed abour rhe developmencs ac WfCW Science
Park, and CWI hosced chem on some occasions. Minister Rirz.en of Educacion,
Culture & Science, and his successor Hermans, miniscer Jorricsma of Economic
Affairs, and member of rhe European Parliamenr ms Plooij were successively received.
This inreresc clearly conrradicrs the generally prevailing impression char science in The
Netherlands is rhreacened ro become a supposicious child in the eyes of poliricians.
Furchermore CW£ hosted the Durch compucer science communiry for an exchange of
choughts with Tony Hoare, one of the pioneers of cheorerical computer science. The
meeting followed Hoare's Huygens Lecture, organized by NWO.
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Nume1 ical Atmospheric Circulation
For long. people have cried co forecast rhe weather. In che ~rly years, predictions were made by observation of current
:md hiscorical nu.:ccorological data. Nowadays, forecasting is mostly done by numerical simulation with circulation
models based on rhe atmospheric primitive equations. During the sixties. the approximation methods in circulation
models mainly consisted of gridpoinr methods, including finite difference, finite volume and finite element methods.
With the introduction of che spectral transform method in global atmospheric modelling by Orsz.ag and Eliasen, in
1970. this accc:nr shifted. Because spectral methods proved co be very accurate and efficient, chey scarred co dominate
chc field. Recently though. che discussion has been renewed, and spectral methods arc no longer considered ideal.
Progression in atmospheric modelling. on che mcceorological as wdl as on che compurarional side, demands much higher
grid resolutions than usl'<l in the pasr. At high resolutions, however, other methods become competicive co the speccral
ones. Funhermorc, in some cases, the spectral merhod contributes ro unphysical structures in rhe numerical solution.
Finally, rhe global character of specrral methods has also shown some drawbacks, for example in parallelizing spectral
codes on parallel machines with distributed memory. 'In 1998, CWI scarred a co-operation with ERCIM parmer GMD
aimed at developing a new numerical gridpoint method for bigh-resolucion, fucure generation circulation models.
Initially che focus is on the 2D spherical shallow water equations. These equations arc widely acknowledged as a first
prototype of a circulation model. To avoid the problem of pole singularities, which arise when gridpoinc methods are
applied on a full longicudinal-latitudinal grid, a scereographical grid in rhe polar areas is used. To respccc the upwind
character of che equations on the cwo space grids, an Osher-cype approximate Riemann solver wich a higher order
accurate state interpolation is applied. Advancagcs of che Osher scheme are ics robustness. and ics logical excension co
more realistic primicive equacions containing also che energy balance. In the next scage cime inregracion issues will be
considered, again for the 2D spherical shallow water equations. An efficient cime incegracor must be able co cope wich
che large CFL numbers emerging from che polar areas. For this purpose special operator and cimc-splircing techniques
will be scudied. A clear demand is that a successful technique muse be excendible co chc full sec of primitive equarions.
http://www.c\\i.nl /- gollum/:-.tAS 1.1/GOA.html

Rossby-Haurwitz waves are .frequently 111ed llS meuorologicai tesrs for the Shallow ~ur
equations which can be used to describe atmospheric flow. Though not analytically known,
their flow pattern is well-recogniznbk. This illustration shows rhe height ofthe armosphert
for a Rossby wave with wave number 4. The height runs between 8000 and 10560 mefm
with red indicaring a high height region and bi11e a Low one.

Factoring record starts attack on RSA code
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A 186-digic number was factored ac CWJ early September 1998. This number, compactly written as 3263341 - I, w.is
factored with che Special Number Field Sieve, a method parcicularly suiced co numbers of chis form. The previous factoring record wich this method, a 181 -digic number, was realized about one year ago, also ar CWl. Alchough apparently noc a specracular progress, che acquired experience enables CWI researchers Stefania Cavallar, Pecer Moncgomery
(visito r from che USA) and Herman ce Riele co acrack now a 512-bic RSA key- the present mosc prominenc challenge
in this field using rhe scill more powerful General Number Field Sieve method. This will be done in cooperation wich
M icrosoft and a few other insticutions disposing of abundant computing power. The RSA crypcosyscem, scill considered
as virtually uncrackable, is based on che difficulty co facror cercain large numbers. The researchers expect co finish the
job still in this millennium. The factoring was completed within one and a half monrh using 88 SGl/Cray computers
ac CWl and the Cray C90 supercomputer ac che Academic Computing Cencre SARA. The facrored number was nor
just another coy for CWI's number addiccs. Last year Warren D. Smirh of NEC Research Institute in Princecon asked
CWI - a world leader in this field - ro factor this number for him. Ac NEC Research one is interested in fasc and reliable algorithms generacing random number sees which are applied, e.g., in physics (experiment simulacion) and che
financial world (assessing che value of investment portfolios). Testing che quality of certain random number generacors
requires the knowledge of the prime factors of numbers having the form of Smith's number.
hccp://dbs.cwi.nl/cwwwi/owa/cwwwi.princ_projccl~? I D= 12
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Minister Jo Ritun of Edumrion, Culmre and Sdmre. visiting rhe Scimre Cmtre Wnurgr11nfi111ur in Febr1111ry.
is welcomed by CW/ director Gerard van Oormunsm. Phoco: Henk Thomas.

The eminem compuur srimrist Tony Hoary during rhe 1998 NWO Huygens LecttJ".

Photo: Arie Wapenaar.

Awards
Several CWI researchers received awards during che report year. Hans van Duijn,
leader of the Modelling, Analysis & Simulation cluster, and professor in the
Mathematical Analysis of Flows through Porous Media at Delfi: Universiry of
Technology, received in Bonn (Germany) che Max Planck Reseat"ch Award for
lnrernational Cooperation, in recognition of his oumanding research resulrs over rhe
years. The group researching multimedia authoring systems and disrribured applications, led by Dick Bulcerman, won one of rhe three main prizes in the McKinsey New
Venrure '98 competition (over six hundred participants) for the besc business plan
made by researchers aiming at a future career as an entrepreneur. The group, consisting
of Dick Bulterman, Lynda Hardman, Sjoerd Mullender, and Jack Jansen, won the
priz.e with the afore-mentioned authoring system GRiNS for multimedia applicarions
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on rhe lnrerner. Ronald Cramer received che Chrisriaan Huygens Award, granted by
che Royal Nerherlands Academy of Arcs and Sciences for the most innovative Ph.D.
rhesis over rhe pasr rhree years in The Nerherlands in the field of Information &
Communication Technology. Cramer worked ar CWI under Paul Vicanyi. After
having completed his Ph.D. thesis on secure, yet practical crypcography systems he
went early 1997 co ETH Zurich co continue research in this direction. Jointly with
Viccor Shoup (IBM Research Laborarory, Zurich) he devised a 'hacker-proof' encryption system which protecrs, e.g., Internet transacrions againsr so-called active arcacks.
The result was announced ar rhe Crypco'98 conference held in Sanra Barbara,
California, and received wide publicity. Finally, Debby Lanser, now a Ph.D. student in
CWI's research rheme on Numerical Algorirhms for Air Quality Modelling, Jed by Jan
Verwer, received ar Delfc Universiry of Technology the annual prize for the best
Master's Thesis in the field of Technical Mathematics. The work concerned the modelling and computing of a complex industrial flow problem.

Several CW! researchers received nwnrds in I 998: Hans van Duijn {I, lejt); Dick Bulterman, jack Jansen and
Lynda Hardman (2, from left to righr, Sjoerd Mu/Lender not present} receiving their award from Morris
Tnbaksblm (Chnirman and CEO Unilever N. V.); Rona/,d Cramer (3, Left); and Debby Lanser (4, 8th .from left).

Organization
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Finally we mention some developments in rhe organization. As a consequence of the
reorganization of NWO, which was completed in 1998, CWI now reports direccly to
che NWO Board. Following this reorganization CWT will be evaluated in 1999 by an
inrernarional panel. Preparations co provide its members with the necessary informarion, including a Progress Report 1993-1998 and a Strategy 2000-2005 document,
were in full swing ar rhe end of 1998. The NWO foundarions SWON and SION, for
academic research in mathematics and computer science, respecrively, were dissolved
and their duries transferred to advisory bodies coming under NWO's Board for the
Sciences. After careful preparations a CWI Advisory Board was insralled (see appendix
Organizarion). Onno Boxma, leader of CWI's ProbabiliL)', Networks & Algorithms
research cluster, was appointed professor at Eindhoven University ofTechnology from
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September I. He remains arracheJ to CWI as an aJvisor. As a clus1ter leader hi: was
succeeded by Lex Schrijver.

Rapid changes in society, for example in rhc fldd of (rele)commun icarions, give rise to
several new research questions in mathematics and computer science. CWl's interaction with rhe external world through an extensive network of cooperative frameworks,
forms one of the besr guarantees rhac its research direccion remains on course and char
itS research resulrs are disseminared as broad as rhey deserve. The Srracegy 2000-2005
documenr radiates CWI's ambition co play an even more imporcanr role in rhc new
century than ic is already doing in rhe current one. The inscirure: irs researchers, irs
supporting scafT, and ics management, are ready for ir. Or, after che words of Winsron
Churchill: 'Give us the cools, and we will do rhe job'.

Gerard van Oorcmerssen
General Director
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Resource Allocation
1n Integrated-Services Networks
Research Project:
Researcher:
E-mail:

Communication and Computer Networks
S.C. Borst
Sem.Borst@cwi.nl

Introduction
Service providers race to develop next-generation communication networks, integrating a
wide variety ofservices, such as voice, video, and dt1tt1, onto a common inftastructure.
While offering potential synergies, however, the integration ofheterogeneous service classes
also raises several fundamental issues. Different services not only have drastically different
traffic characteristics, but also extremely diverse qualiry-ofservia requiremenu. The heterogeneity in services requires advanced allocation mechanisms to govern the efficient usage
ofnetwork resources. Performance evaluation research at CW! focuses on models and techniques ftom queueing theory for evaluating the relevant quality-of-service measures, such as
delay performance. Important imtes in integrated networks which have received partirolar
attention include the impact oflong-tailed traffic characceristics and the interaction
between best-effort and real-time services.

Integrated-services networks
World-wide, the use of communication services is experiencing revolutionary growrh.
The growch is fueled nor only by the expansion of conventional telephone services, bur
also the advance of data communicacions, che specracular developmenc of rhe Internet,
and che proliferation of wireless communications.
Driven by chese demands, service providers rush to enhance their networks. A major
trend is che incegracion of voice and dara services. Telephone operators work ro accommodate dara services onto their networks so as co improve connecriviry berween company branches and provide bercer lncerner access capabilities. Cable companies have
scarred ro offer phone services, Internee access, and video-on-demand. lncernec standards are being developed co support real-time services, such as telephony and videoconferencing.

It remains to be seen how successful chese efforrs will be. The telephone necwork has
been highly cusromized ro carry voice calls, cable systems were specifically designed for
broadcasting, and only great visionaries may have ancicipaced che Internee ever ro support real-rime services. The inherent limitations of legacy systems offer opportunities
for start-up companies ro leapfrog by capitalizing on che latest cechnology.

Traffic characteristics
Evenrually, the currem crend is expected ro result in che consolidarion of a wide variery
of services onro a common platform. While offering potential synergies, however, rhe
inregracion of hecerogeneous service classes also involves several fundamental problems.
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rirsr 0 ( all, Jiffrrc:nt st'rviccs may have radically differenr traffic characteristics. To
ch:1r;tcccrize craffic proccsses. ir is convenie nr to adopt a three-level hierarchy. The
hi<>hc:sr
level is rhe co1111ertio11 level, or call level, at wh ich connectio ns are establish ed
0
and cerminaced. (For example, a connectio n is sec up when one dials ro make a phone
c;1ll.) The lowest level of granularity is che packet level, or cell level, at which, for che
duration of che connectio n, packers are generated and transmitt ed through rhe network. (For example, during a phone call, a stream of packers are rransmirced, each carrying a speech fragment.)
Packers are typically generated in bursty parcerns. (For example, during a phone call,
speech burscs usually alternate with silence periods. In Web browsing, clicking on a
page triggers such a burst.) T his bursty behaviou r defines an incermed iate level, the
burst level. We know from experience thar some persons produce larger and longer
speech burscs than others. If one concrasrs speech wirh Web browsing, it is nor difficult
rn im:lgine rhar burst characrerisrics across different services exh ibit
even greater variation.
pack et

arrivals

begin

connectio n

begin
burst

end
burst

end
connection

time

Thrt'e-!t•NI hier1m·hy: pncker-b11rsr-to1111ectil)n.

The three-level hierarchy described above induces an ordering of che associate d rime
scales: packers arrive on a very fasc rime scale, bursts ac a moderate rare, and connection requests on a relatively slow rime scale. For che purpose of analysis, ir is convenient co assume a complete separation of rime scales. For example, a bu rsr rypically
con rains a large number of packers, so char at the burst level, packet arrivals occur at
a
very fast rate, and may approximately be modelled as a Auid Aow. Also, a call usually
consists of a large number of bursts, so rhac ar che burst level, the populatio n of calls
is
slowly varying, and may approximately be assumed co be fixed.

Q uality-of-service
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Besides different traffic characteristics, different service classes may also have extremel
y
diverse quality-of-service requiremencs. One major quality-of-service measure is the
amounr of packer delay incurred during transmiss ion. A second crucial performa nce
characteristic is che fraction of packer loss caused by buffer overflow. Voice traffic is
rather sensitive co delay - if packers are delayed by more rhan a few hundred ms, conversation is virtually impossible - but can sustain some packet loss, than ks to the errorcorreccing capabilities of human hearing. In concrasc, data rraffic can tolerate some
amount of delay - file transfers fo r example are usually nor char rime critical - but is
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quire vulnerable ro packer loss: if a few byres an: alrered, rhar m~1y have dramaric consequences.

Resource a llocation instrumen ts
The heterogeneity in qualiry-of-service requiremems and rraf-Tic characteristics requires
sophisticared allocacion mechanisms co regulate rhe usage of nerwork resources (link
bandwidrh, buffer space). The main resource allocacion inscrumenrs include admission
control, routing, scheduling, and flow control The adm ission control srrategy. which
operares ar the connecrion level, determines for each connecrion requesc wherher ir
should be accepted or rejected, depending on che amounr of nerwork congesrion. In
case of acceptance, rhe routing algorithm idencifies a path of nerwork links for rhe packers to traverse. Routing may help balance rhe load across the nerwork. The scheduling
mechanism, which operates ar rhe packer level, determines che sequencing of packers
at the network nodes. Scheduling may help achieve differentiarion in quality-of-servi-

ce. Flow control may be used to adapr rhe transmission rare of rhe various connections, depending on rhe degree of nerwork congesrion.
The relative importance of the various insrrumenrs is a macrer of grear controversy.
One school of rhought advocates centralized control, wich a primary cask assigned co
admission control, so as co provide ' hard' quality-of-service guarancees ro end users. A
second community promotes distribured conrrol, wirh a pivotal role played by Aow
control, and reliance on adaptive applicarions and intelligence with end users, to achieve 'soft' performance degradation. In both views. a key role is reserved for roucing and
scheduling algo rithms, although implemenracion derails may differ.

Performance evaluatio n
The design of efficient resource allocarion algorithms requires techniques for evaluating rhe relevant quality-of-service measures, e.g., delay performance, cell loss. call
blocking. There are rwo basic approaches for performance evaluarion, namely mathemarical analysis and (Moore Carlo) simulation, each with ics own pro's and con's.
The main attraccion in simulation lies in rhe amounc of derail chat may be capcured in
the models, alrhough the complexity of realiscic sysrems may render derailed simulation prohibitively demanding. Besides, some performance measures, such as cell loss,
involve simularion of exrremely rare evencs. Thus, excessively long running rimes may
be needed to obrain statistically significant resulcs. This stimu lated the developmenc of
special techniques co speed up rhe simulacion of rare events.
The scrength of analysis is that performance measures may be characterized as an explicit function of the sysrem parameters. A disadvancage is that exacr mathematical analysis is usually rescricted ro relatively simple models. However, rhe insighcs obtained may
be used to construct approximations or develop algorithms for more complex scenarios.

Queueing theory
Performance evaluacion research ac CWI has rraditionally focused on marhemarical
analysis, using techniques from queueing rheory. Queueing theory is a field of applied
mathematics concerned wirh rhe srudy of congestion phenomena in srochasric service
systems.
The basic queueing model consists of a server, or a group of' servers, where cusromers
arrive who require some kind of service. 1n the conrexr of communication necworks,
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rht' st·rvc:r usuallv n:pn:senrs a cransmission lin k, or a buffer or port on a swirch. The
cuswmcr s rypic~lly correspond co cransmitced packets, bursrs, or offered calls, in accordance wirh rhc: thrc:e-kvel hierarchy described above.
If cusromers cannot be taken inco service immediacely, they may join a queue and wait
(ttueu<:ing modds). or they may instantly leave the sysrem (loss models). The arrival
cimes and service durations are usually described through srochasric processes, since ir
is typically uncerrain, or intrinsically random, exacdy when cusromer s arrive, and precisdy for how long rhey will need co be served. Queuein g rheory provides techniqu es
for evaluating che performance measures of interest, e.g., rhe average delay of customers. or the fraction of customers char are being lose.

Best eff0 1I services
lmporcanr performance issues in integrated networks which have received particula r
attention at CWl include che impact of long-railed traffic characceriscics and che interaction berwcen real-time traffic and best-effort traffic. Real-time traffic is traffic which
is
exrremely sensirive co delay, such as voice and video-conferencing. Best-effo rt rraffic
is
coleranr of some amount of delay, as long as che average capacity received over somewhat longer incervals is sufficient, file transfers being a typical example. Because of che
stringent delay requirements, ir is common practice co give real-time traffic some form
of prioriry over besc-efforr traffic in rhe schedulin g of packers. The besc-effort traffic
thus receives rhe capacity left-over by che real-cime craffic. Thac remainin g capacity
may drascically fluccuare over rime because of che burscy parcerns in packer flows
described earlier. The available capacity is rhen shared among rhe besr-efforc connections in cerrain fixed proportio ns (processor-sharint) . This mocivaced a derailed investigation of (discriminacory) processor-sharing models wirh rime-varying service capacity.
The results show rhac rhe average transmission rime of besc-efforc files is asymptot ically
linear in che size of rhe files, which is common ly viewed as a desirable fairness property. In addition, comparisons were made berween various admission conrrol strategies
for mixed real-rime and besr-efforc scenarios.

Long·toil ed traffic phenom ena
A second major research ropic concerns che occurren ce of long-railed craffic characrer
isrics. Measuremenrs have provided increasing evidence char packer t raffic exhibits
long-range dependence and self-similarity over a wide range of rime scales. Long-ran
ge
dependen ce means char correlations in che craffic volume extend over exrremel y long
rime intervals. Self-simi larity is a closely related phenome non, which implies chat traffic parrcrns look quire similar on different rime scales. These phenome na are common
ly arrribure d co long-railed or subexponencial characrerisrics in rhe underlyi ng craffic
processes (connection times, file sizes, scene lengrhs in videos). This signifies a radical
departure from traditional exponenrial craffic models, where correlatio ns decay quite
rapidly, and craffic fluccuacions quickly smooch our over longer cime intervals.
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Q ueueing models wich long-railed input traffic offer a useful approach co evaluatin g
che impact of self-similarity and long-rang e dependen ce on nerwork performa nce. It
was shown for example char if che input traffic is long-railed, rhen so are che buffer
concenr and rhe delay. In face , che rail behaviou r of the buffer conrenc is 'one degreeworse' chan chat of rhe input traffic. In incegrated networks , che transmis sion capacity
is shared by several rraffic screams, where some may have long rails, while others may
noc. In char case, even a single long-railed craffic scream may cause the buffer concenr
co be long-railed, unless che link race is larger than che peak rate of thar long- tailed
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One chamcteris1fr oflong-raikd trajfir phenomena is that f/11rt11ariom don't smooth 011111111/J increasing time scale (leji). in rontrast
to short-tailed phmomena (right). ThiI poses fundamental problmu far network ro111rol and tmffic mginuringfor long-tnikd phenomena.

connection plus che mean rare of rhe orher fl ows. These results have imporranr implications for admission conrrol.
Recenrly, rhe research has focused on rhe issue how scheduling algorithms may be used
ro neutralize rhe negative effects from long-railed traffic phenomena. lr was found thar
if traffic is nor processed in order of arrival , bur in processor-sharing fashion, rhen the
rail behaviour of rhe delay is no longer any worse than chat of rhe input traffic.
A related study considered a transmission link shared by several long-railed rraffic
screams in accordance wirh rhe weighted fair queueing (WFQ) discipline. The WFQ
scheme is a leading candidate among packer scheduling algorithms for inregraced
nerworks. T he resulrs suggest rhac WFQ scheduling algorithms provide an effective
mechanism for extracting sharing gains, while prorecring individual co nnections.
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Interactive Visualization
of Turbulent Fluid Flow
Research Project:
Researcher:
E-mail:
URL:

Interactive Visual ization Environments
R. van Liere
Robert. van. Liere@cwi. n I
http://www.cwi.ni/ ~robertl/

In troduction
Fluid flows at Low velocities in general exhibit smooth (laminar) ptztterns. At high velocities, particularly when the viscosity ofthe fluid is important, the flow becomes irregular
(turbulent). Notwithstanding substantial research efforts during this century, turbulence is
still not very we/L understood. The phenomenon plays an important role in several industrial settings: turbulence decreases fael efficiency, increases noise generation in engines, and
presents a nuisance far air duct systems in homes and office buildings, to name a few examples. CWI.s n:search aims at developing novel, interactive visualization techniques, and integrating these in the processes ofmode/Ling, simulation, and analysis. Interaction stimulates
exploration and is mandatory ifit is not a priori known which phenomena are ofinterest.
The developed visualization techniques are applied to a data set resulting from a direct
numerical simulation ofturbulent flow carried out at the University of Groningen.

Interactive visualization
Slow-moving fluids such as those ofcen encounrered in the processing industry have
flows that are fairly simple. Flows become more complex for air or other fluids moving
at high speeds, particularly when the physical viscosity of the medium is imponanr. A
flow with a low value of the Reynolds number - a constant that defines the ratio of
the fluid's inercial resistance to accele ration co cne fluid's viscosi ry - will be smooch and
laminar, while a flow with high Reynolds number will be turbulenc. To describe rurbulem flow, che Navier-Srokes equarions musr be solved, taking into account the effects
of viscosiry. High performance compuring allows computational fluid dynamics (CFO)
researchers co compute solutions to problems wich increasingly higher Reynolds numbers. To solve such problems high resolution grids are needed, resulting in very large
data sees.
Interactive visualization of turbulent fluid flow is a very challenging problem due to
several reasons. The fo remost reason is that there is no natural visual representation
for a flow field. We can represent and interprer geometric objects, colour and texture,
bur how should a flow field be presemed? In addition, within che context of time
d ependenr rurbulenc flow, flow phenomena occur at a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. For example, consider Figure 1, a famous sketch by Leonardo da Vinci
showing a turbulent flow. This image shows various levels of spacial scale in che flow;
larger vortices ac rhe outside and small eddies in the middle. Flow experts require animaced images like these for che analysis of flow phenomena in rnrbulenr flow.
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Figure I: A study ofhydrody1111mir rurbuknu, Leonardo da Vinci ( 1508).

A goal of che work ac CWT has been co develop an inceraccive environ ment
which
allows fluid dynamics expem co analyz.e very large flow daca sees. The work
has been
done in che concexc of che national High Performance Compuc ing program
me and is
cencered around chree fundamental beliefs. First, sciencific visualizacion should
be integrated in che process of modelling, simulati on and analysis. Ulcimacely, we
envision
thac visualization will be fully incegraced in the process of modelli ng complex
flow
phenomena. Second, novel visualization techniqu es are required for che analysis
of
large scale dara sees. Flow phenomena can now be simulated at such a level
of decail
chat traditional visualizacion techniques do noc suffice. We believe chac hierarch
ical
visualizacion techniques are required chac can represenc various abscraccion
levels in the
data. Finally, che visualization techniques chemselves muse be highly inceracc
ive.
Interaction scimulaces exploracion and, as such, increases che insight into the
daca.
Moreover, interaccion is mandatory in cases in which ic is noc a priori known
which
phenom ena are of inceresc.

Our approach
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Whac type of analysis do flow experts wane co apply ro che compur ed daca?
We consider two governing concepts chat have driven our research. The firsc concern
s che
recognirion of flow phenomena. While rhe data sees themselves concain only
values
such as velocity and pressure, che flow experr is inceresred in flow phenom
ena on a
higher level, such as flow separation, re-accachmenc, vorrex formatio n, ecc.
Techniques
are sought co exrracc chese phenom ena from che daca. Unfortu nately, rhe difficult
y is
char rhese phenom ena themselves are somerim es not well understo od. Excracc
ing and
displaying these phenom ena from rhe underly ing daca is srill a largely unsolve
d problem. The second concept concerns levels of scale. Phenom ena in curbulenc
flow are
characterized by flow patterns of widely varying spacial and tempora l scales.
In stare of
the arr simulations, pattern sizes may vary by three orders of magnitu de. Visualiz
acion
techniques should be able co cope with these differen t levels of scale.
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The governing philosophy of our environmenc is rhar achieving insighr inro daca is an
inceraccive process. The user begins wirh an a nalysis of rhe raw daca and iterarively
progresses cowards higher level conceprs. Joinrly wirh orher scienriflc visualizarion
researchers, we have developed cwo rechniques rhat address rhis philosophy. The first
rechnique is a visualizarion merhod based on texture. Texrure is 'something composed
of closely interwoven demenrs' (Websrcr). Texrure based flow visualization methods
map a vecror field co a cexrure. The primary advantage over orher flow visualization
techniques is that texture can give a conrinuous view of a field opposed ro visualization
at only discrete positions, as with arrow plots or streamlines. The visual effecr of direction in a rexcure is achieved by line srruccurcs in rhe direcrion of che vecror field. These
lines are rhe resulc of coherence becween neighbouring pixels in the texture. Coherency
in the texture will be higher in rhe direction of the vector field rhan in other direccions. The second rechnique relares co feacure visualization. I nscead of direccly visualizing che raw daca, fearure visualizacion cechniques exrracc meaningful scruccures and
depicc chese scruccurcs schcmacically. ln this way high level abscracr visual represencacions can be produced. Examples of feature visualizarion include flow ropology analysis, vorcex dececcion and cracking, localizacion of shock waves, ere.

Some Visuolizalion Techniques
We briefly discuss some cechnical aspects of cwo visualizacion techniques we have
researched. They serve as illuscrations of techniques which can be used co explore large
flows.
Interactive spot noise. Spot noise is a cexrurc synrhesis cechnique which can be used ro
presenc a global overview of a veccor field. In spot noise, small icons - called spors deformed according co che underlying daca are used co show a flow field. If many spocs
are used, che individual spots can no longer be discerned and cexcure is perceived
inscead. This idea is illustrated in Figure 2. A spot noise cexture is characcerized by a
scalar funccion J of posicion x. It is defined as

f ( x ) = r. a i h ( x -

x i)

in which h(x ) is called the spot function. le is a fu nction everywhere zero except for an
area char is small compared ro che cexrure size; ai is a random scaling factor wich a
zero mean, x; is a random posicion. In non-machemacical terms: spocs of random
incensiry are drawn and blended cogerher on random positions on a plane.
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Figure 2: Spot (left) and gemroted texture (right). Cim1lnr spot; (top) and deformed spots (bottom).
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The downside of spor noise is that it is computationally very expensive. A large number of parricle parhs and particle positions must be calculated, spots must be transformed, textured and blended. We developed a scalable algorithm which parritions
work evenly among processors, and multiple graphics pipes. Inreractive speeds can be
obtained for very large dara sees. High texture generation speeds can be used for interactive adjuscmenr of spot noise parameters co highlight certain aspects of the flow, or
to zoom in on derails of rhe flow. In addition, animations of rime dependenr flow can
be generated in real rime.

Interactive hierarchical flow topology. Veccor field topology is a visualization technique
char presents essenrial information by partitioning the flow field in regions using critical poinrs which are linked by streamlines. Critical poinrs are poinrs with zero flow
velocity. Each critical point is classified based on the behaviour of the flow field in
the neighboi:hood of the point. For this classification the eigenvalues of the velocily
gradienc censor are used. In our analysis we consider only 2D slices from 3D dara sets;
this is a simplification since critical poinrs on 2D slices need nor necessarily coincide
wich critical poinrs in rhe 3D field. The velocity gradienr censor - or Jacobian - is
defined as:

in which u and v are rhe velocity components in the x- and y-direccion, respectively,
and subscripts denote partial derivarives. Based on rhe rwo complex eigenvalues
(R1+if1,R2+il2), six different cases corresponding to real flows are distinguished:
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Critical points can be connected by tracing streamlines in the direction of che eigenvectors of che velocity gradient censor. These lines will divide che flow field into distinct regions.
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Phenomena in turbulent flow fields are characterized by flow patterns of widdy
varying spacial scales. In terms of ropological information, this means char a large ser of
cricical poinrs results from flow patterns ar small spacial scales. However, the global
srrucrure of the flow can be described by a limited subset of all critical poincs. The
governing idea of rhe mulci-level flow topology method is char the displayed number
of critical points should be Ii mired co characterize only chose flow parrerns of a certain
level of scale, while the other critical poincs are omitced. For this purpose, a pair distance filter has been designed. The mocivarion of this filter is chat an often occurring
small disturbance of the flow is caused by pairs of critical points. For example, the
topological structure of a rwo-dimensional vorrex consists of a focus (repelling or
a ttracting) or a center combined with a saddle point (see Figure 3). The size of the vortex is determined by che distance berween the pair of critical poincs. Removing the pair
from the topology does not influence the global structure of the flow.

Figure 3. An example ofa critical poim pair: a joc11s a11d rnddle point forming a vortex. The distance
defines the spatial mzle ofthe point pah:

Analysis of a turbulent flow
Researchers ac Rijksuniversiteit Groningen have studied methods for direct numerical
simulation (ONS) of rurbulenr flow. ONS is an accurace technique for computing curbulenc flow. Flow experts use the resulting visualizations co rest hypotheses about flow
phenomena and - after a derailed inspection of the animation - as a means co pose
new hypotheses. Of parricular incerest is the derailed visualization of vortex formacion
and the transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
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Figure 4. A view ofglobafjlow structure around a square cylinder. Flow from lefi to right.
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In rhis parcicular problem. a ONS of a rurbulenr flow around a square cylinder ac

Re = 22,000 (ar zero angle of arrack) has been performed. The compuracion and the
size of rhe resulting dacabase is impressive: the compucarion cook three weeks on a 12
CPU Cray C90. The resolucion of the rectilinear grid was 3 l 6x540x64 and the total
number of time seeps computed was I 00,000. le was impossible to srore a!J data on
disk; thus a selecrion of the daca was made. 7500 rime steps of a XY-slice were taken,
resulting in about 50 Gigabytes of data.
Figure 4 shows a 20 slice of the flow. The pair distance filter was used to remove
many critical poincs from the image. SmaJl coloured icons are used ro display rhe set of
critical points: a yellow spiral icon denotes a focus, a blue cross denotes a saddle point,
and cyan/magenta disks denote repelling/attracting nodes. Srreamlines can now be
drawn without excessive cluttering of che image while, simulcaneously, maintaining rhe
global srrucrure of rhe Aow. Noce, for example, rhe large vortex (consisting of a saddle
and amaccing node) behind rhe square cylinder.
Figure 5 shows rwo zoomed-in views of che previous image. The distance threshold for
the pair distance filter is adjusted to reflect scruccures at a smaller scale. The image on
che left is a section of the upper right corner of the cylinder. The image on the right is
zoomed in even further. Nore char the images provide additional derail when zooming
in on a section of the data. Providing this derail in che top level image would result in
cluttering.

Figr1" 5. 7iuo zoomed-in views offlow ropowgy around a squarr rylintkr.

In che near furure ONS can be applied co flows wich a Reynolds number in the order
of I 05. Insights from such fundamenral simuJations can lead co better practical designs
to improve fuel efficiency, lower noise generation in engines, and reduce frictional drag
in air duct systems in homes and office buildings. Inreraccive visualization will be vital
to gain these insights.
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Introduction
Over the past quarter ofa century, a revolution has taken place in the world offinance. It
is said in the US that once there was a time in which one could run a bank by the twothree-faur rule: pay interest at two percent, lend at four. and arrive at the golfcourse by
three in the afternoon. Those days are definitely gone. Instead, finance has become a quantitative discipline in which mathematical models play a Leading role. The key foaor that is
responsible for this major turnover has been the introduction ofthe new financial instruments known as derivatives.

To the general public, derivatives are mainly known as culprits in a number ofhighly
publicized affairs: the reputed British bank that could not cover the losses ofjust one ofits
traders (Barings}, the Nobel prize winners that jeopardized the American economy by
losing a bet on interest rates (Merton and Scholes, by their involvement in Long Term
Capital Management). Eye-catching as these events may be, they are actually just a small
part ofa much bigger story. The total value covered by derivative contracts was estimated in
1998 by the Bank for International Settlements in Basel at the phenomenal amount of84
trillion dollar (84. J 012). That is more than three times the value ofthe world's yearly production ofgoods and services. In the vast majority ofcases, these derivative contracts serve to
reduce risk rather than to speculate.
Derivatives
An example of a derivacive is a forward contract in which one party agrees co deliver a
certain good to the other party ar a cercain rime in che furure for a price char is already
agreed upon in the conrract. In situations where prices are changeable, such a conrracc
may reduce risk for boch parcies. For instance, when a farmer agrees wich a miller on
the price for which he wi ll deliver wheac nexc year, then che farmer is procecced againsc
a fall of che price of whear, and che miller is prorecced against a rise of che price. Such
contracts have existed since ancient cimes. The trading of forward concraccs can be
made easier by che introduction of a 'clearing house' rhar effeccively finds councerparcies for anyone who would like co make a forward deal. A forward conrracc char is established through a clearing house is called a fatures contract. For instance, in che middle
of che nineceenrh cenrury a futures marker for whear developed in Chicago, in chose
days the agricultural cencer of rhe United Scares.

A futures conrract limirs downside risk bur also consrrains upside opporrunicies. It
may be arrractive ro have a conrracr rhat provides protecrion againsr losses buc leaves
possibiliries for gains inracr. Such a concracc is an option: it gives rhe right, bur nor the
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Thr Ammrdam Exchange (building by Hendrick tk Krystr) in the I 7th century. Copyrighr: Capiral Phoros.

obligarion, ro buy a given asser (i.e., anything rhac is rraded) for a given price ar a cercain rime in che fucure. Oprions were craded at rhe Beurs in Amsterdam already in rhe
beginning of che sevenreenrh cenrury.
An increased inreresc in procecrion against fluctuations of financial indicacors such as
exchange races and interest cares came up in the early l 970's following the collapse of
the Brercon Woods fixed exchange race sysrem and the oil crisis. Foreign exchange rate
fucurcs were inuoduced in Chicago in 1972 and ocher financial derivatives, including
options, followed. In che years after, fucures and opcion exchanges were established in
all major financial cencers. As users found new ways co employ rhe flexibility of derivacives and providers responded by rhe creation of new instruments such as interest rate
swaps, rhe derivacives markets showed a spectacular growth.

The role of mathematics
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If ic would be unknown how che price of a derivative relates to chc fluctuations of che
underlying variables (which can for inscance be prices of stocks, exchange races, or
inceresc races), chen banks would be reluctant co market new derivative produces since
ic would be difficult to assess che risks involved wich che trading of such producrs. A
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high price would be required ro cover che unknown risks, and derivacives markers
mighc noc even gee off rhe ground. The key co rhe growrh of che derivarives markecs is
chat there is a theory available char predicts how rhe price of a derivative will vary with
the underlying variables.
The early developments in che rheory of derivacives are due to Fischer Black, Robert
C. Menon and Myron Scholes. In 1973, rhe )ourn11L of Political Economy princed a
paper by Black and Scholes on rhe pricing of opcions. The paper presents a formula
char gives a relation becween the price of an option and the price of the underlying
asset. T he expression, which is now of course known as che Black-Scholes formula, not
only provides a price for derivatives. Jusr as imporranrly, ir also contains informarion
about how co hedge againsr rhe risk of w ri ting (i.e., selling) an option. By uading che
underlying asset during che lifetime of an oprion, rhe inscicucion rhac has sold rhe
option is able co reduce (rheorecically even eliminate) rhe risk involved in che opcion
conrracr. The trading policy which achieves this is defined from tt:he Black-Scholes formula.
Black and Scholes used a machemacical argumenc in rheir paper which was based on a
scochasric model for rhe evolurion of the price of rhe underlying asser. The model they
used is known as 'geometric Brownian motion'. Noting char risk could be eliminared
in a properly conscrucred porrfolio of oprions and underlying assers, and arguing that
the return on such a riskless portfolio muse be the standard interest race for riskless
invescmenrs, they wrote down an equation chat should be sacisfied by rhe price of che
derivative as a function of che price of the underlying asset and rhe remaining lifetime
of che opcion. The equation obrained in chis way is a parcial differential equation of a
standard type for which an analytic solution is known. From char, Black and Scholes
were able to write down their celebrated formula.

Later developments
From a scricdy mathematical poinc of view, there was nothing new in che work of
Black and Scholes. After all, rhe relation between Brownian motion and partial differencial equacions was well known, and so was the analytic solucion of the PDE in
question (a d iffusion equation). The reasoning applied by Black and Scholes, based on
the construction of theoretically riskless porrfolios, however opened up a connection
between derivative pricing on the one hand and, on che other hand, stochastic models
and partial differential equations. This connection can be used in many more siruacions than just in rhe relatively simple case studied in the original Black-Scholes
paper.
The option contract for which an analytic price formula was der ived by Black and
Scholes is known as a European oprion wrirren on a single underlying asset. The cerm
'European' does not have a geographical meaning here; it jusc refers to rhe face that the
option gives the holder the right to buy a specified amount of the underlyi n g asset for
a specified price at a specified time. If 'at' is replaced by 'ac or before', then one speaks
of an American option. Already in the case of simple American options, there is no
analytic solution available and one has co resorc co numerical methods.
American options occur quite frequenrly. So do opcions which depend on several
underlying variables, and derivatives whose value is determined by the values of the
underlying asset at many different points in time. Moreover, there are good reasons to
replace the geometric Brownian motion that Black and Scholes used by other stochastic models. Furcher complications arise when one considers aspecrs like transaction
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Management of market risk
Financial insciturions manage large portfolios of many different cypes of comraccs. According to regulations, these
porrfolios should be such char 'the book is balanced', which means that the coral value of che comrac1s should not
be coo sensitive co unpredictable marker forces. As long as che comracrs chat are traded by the institution ace built
up from simple standard elements ic is not coo difficult co cell when the book is balanced. Things change however
when more complicated conrraccs are involved, such as derivative securities which depend in a nonlinear way on
the value of some underlying asset. A typical example of a derivacive instrument is the European call option,
which gives the holder the righc co buy a certain asset {for instance a stock, or a given amount of foreign currency) ac a specified cime (the time ofmaturity) ac a specified price (the strike price). Of course the value of che call
option is sensicive to the price of the underlying asset, as well as co the time chat remains until the option matures. One of the main purposes of modern mathematical finance is co quantify chese dependencies. The graph
below shows sensicivicy curves for a call option which have been computed from the Black-Scholes formula. The
horizontal axis gives che currenr assec price divided by the strike price; the vertical axis gives the fraction of the
u11dc:rlying assc:c chac has che same sensicivicy co price changes as che call option. The docced, dashed, and solid
curves correspond co options chac will macure in one year, one month, and one day respectively. For instance: a
bank holds one unit of a certain scock and has sold four call options on the same scock (0.25 on the vertical
axis). The options will macure in one year and have a strike price thac is 20% higher chan che currenc assec price
(about 0.83 on the horizontal axis). Then ic can be read off chat che posicion of the bank is approximacely neutral. In che ploc the following parameter values have been used: inceresc rate 4%; volacilicy of the underlying asset
20%. The steepness of curves is direccly related co che nervousness of traders.
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coses and limited trading frequency which wc:n: abMr.tctc:d awav b,· Bbck and Scholes.
These questions give rise ro new devdopmc:nts in applic.:J matl~c.:n;atics, which are
taken cogecher under rhe ride Marhemacics of rinancc:.
Financial marhemacics revolves to a large.: l'XtC:lll arounJ chc: compucacion of funccionals of scochascic processes. Due co che rdacion bc:rwecn stochastic processc:s and partial differential equations, it is also possible to use: a formulation in terms of PD Es;
another reformulation is in terms of high-d imensional inrc:gration probll.'ms.

Bundles

of morlgages
To illustrate the compucacional problem in a concrete siwarion, consider a portfolio of
mortgage comracrs. Such portfolios can be looked at as investment opportunities,
especially when consuucred to meec the castes of investors; for instance, Durch pension funds are currenrly looking into chc possibility of investing in mortgage porrfolios
co complement cheir usual investme nts in government bonds, real escace, and srocks.
The cash flows resulting from a portfolio of morcgages depend on rhe future development of interest races, and so to pur a price on such a portfolio one has co model
che behaviour of inceresr races, as well as some other things like the excenc co which
home owners will use early redemption (which also depends on inreresc races).
Future cash flows can be added up co one number by a discounting procedure, bur
then one still has rhe problem char different future interest race paths will give rise co
different outcomes. Somehow one has co average over these possibilities ro arrive ac a
reasonable price. Fortunately, the theory of pricing of derivatives char has been developed since rhe seminal work of Black and Scholes does provide such an averaging rule.
The rule assigns probabilities co inceresc race paths in such a way char averaging according co these probabilities leads co rhe price char is consistent with rhe assumpcion char
a riskless portfolio muse earn the standard inceresc race for riskless investments.
Afrer chis modelling stage, we basically have a srochascic process (roughly speaking, a
collection of paths each carrying a cercain probabiliry), cogerher wich a functional, char
is, a rule char assigns co each path a certain number. The theory cells us at chis point
char che price can be computed as rhe expected value of the functional, chat is, che
average value wirh weighrs according co rhe probabilities of rhe paths.

Integra ti ng in 360 dimensions
To see what this means compucacionally, lee us assume for instance char we are talking
about a portfolio of mongages over periods up co 30 years, and char we cake monthly
intervals co caprure che movement of inreresc races. Lee us also assume chat there is
only one interest race char plays a role; actually this is a severe simplification since in
reality one has shore races, long races and so on, and these are only loosely correlated.
In this setting, an 'interest race path' is just a sequence of 360 numbers representing a
possible momhly evolution of interest races over a period of chirry years; or, one might
say, a pach is a point in a 360-dimensional space. To each such point there is a number
associated which represents the discounted cash flow from the porcfolio under study if
che interest race follows the path represented by the daca poinr. The compucacional
cask ar hand is rhe determination of rhe average of rhe numbers corresponding co all
daca points when these data points are weighted wich their respective probabilities; in
more precise terms, we have co compute an integral of a function of 360 variables.
Numerical incegracion in low dimensions is usually carried ouc by averaging function
values on poincs taken from a regular grid. In rt dimensions, a grid with k poincs along
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each dimension produces k11 poincs. A quick calculation makes clear char rhe grid
approach is corally infeasible in high-dimens ional incegracion problems; even with only
rwo poinrs along each dimension, a 360-dimensi onal problem would require 2360
(more rhan I Ol 08) function evaluations, enough co keep even che fastest computer
busy uncil rhe end of rimes. However, we can also look at the problem from a probabiliscic poinc of view and note chac we are actually crying co compuce the expected value
of some scochascic variable. Surely we don't need a sample size of 10 108 co gee a
reasonable estimate of rhe populacion mean.
This idea is che basis of che so-called Monte Carlo method of doing high-dimens ional
incegracion. A random number generacor is used to produce a collection of (hopefully)
represencacive poincs, and rhe sample mean of these points is taken as an approximation of che crue expected value. le can be shown chat, under weak conditions, the value
obtained in chis way does indeed converge co the crue value as che number of sample
poinrs is increased, be it only slowly; a I 00-fold increase of the number of sample
points brings only one excra decimal place of accuracy.

Q uasi M on te Co rio
Racher chan leaving che represencaciveness of sample poincs co chance, one may try co
create 'evenly discribuced' points in high-dimens ional spaces by an algorithm which is
specifically designed for this goal. This is the basic idea of what is called the Quasi
Monte Carlo method; a misnomer actually, since randomness plays no role in this
method. Noe surprisingly, QMC builds on the theory of uniform discribution of numbers. (The idea is to carry our a deterministi c sampling of data based on a sequence of
numbers for which one can prove char, asympcocically, they are uniformly distributed
on a given interval. In Monte-Carlo methods one works with random sampling of daca
for which uniform distribution cannot be proved in general.) This branch of number
cheory has a tradition that goes back well beyond che Black-Scholes days; in the
Netherlands for instance concribucions have been made by J.G. van der Corput
(1890-1975) and J.F. Koksma (1904-1964 ).

j.G. van tier Corp11t (left) and
}.F. Koksma {right), both directors ofCW! in the early years
of its txisunu, made imporram

contributions ro rlu theory of
11niform distriburion of numbers, which now finds application in fimwrial mathematics.
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Among che besc known modern concribucors co the developmen t of che Quasi Monce
Carlo method are H. Niederreirer (Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna) and S.
Tezuka (IBM, Tokyo). The first applications of QMC in finance were carried out in
1994 by S.H. Paskov in Ph.D. work at Columbia University in New York, supervised
by J.F. Traub.
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Jiri Hoogland and Dimirri N eumann, !'NO poscdocs working in rht· CWI n:search
rheme M arhemarics of Finance, have dcvdopcd a new and fasc QMC generator specifically for applicarions in finance. In financial problems, chere is ofo:n already a sizeable compucacional load from a single funcrion evaluacion, corresponding for insrancc
co rhe compucarion of rhe discoumed sum of fucure incomes generaced by a given scenario. For chis reason, asympcocic resulrs (i.e., for a large number of evaluacion poincs)
on QMC generators are noc always relevanc. A beccer understanding of rhe relation
becween design parameters of QMC generators and their quality will probably help in
improving QMC resulrs for limited numbers of generated points. Other copies of current research in rhe CWl Finance Group include che combination of Q MC methods
with other techniques (such as 'true' Monce Carlo, or PDE methods), and, in another
d irection, estimation methods for stochastic processes.
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FINANCES, PERSONNEL
Finonc0:>

1998

Income CWI

In 1998, SMC spenr DA. 273 1 million. The expenses
were covered by a subsidy from NWO (DA. 17,7 1 million), other subsidies :ind grants (Dfl. 0,28 million),
and fro m rhe incern:irional programmes (mainly EC
programmes, e.g., ESPRJT and HCM) (Dtl. 0,97 million). Finally. an amount of DA. 8,37 million (of which
1,26 million from the Telematics lnsricure) was obtained as revenues out of rhird-parry-services and orher
sources.
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Computing Equipment Resources
16Mbls

ATM

622 Mbls

PC

ATM

15x

Router

...

~

4~

;-.J
Mail &News
Server

Database,
Visualisation.
& Compute Server

~

40 La1tops

TIRouter
IOM bls

CWI
Router

& Login
Server

WS 40x

Printers
12x

The colour red designaces che ATM infrascruccure, blue designaces che mixed I 01l00 Mbic/sec
Echernet infrastruccure. The laccer is parcly swicched UTP (most of which is IOMbic/sec only) and
partly shared coax using concencrarors (noc depicced). The blue arrow designaces a lOMbit/se c Ethernet
connection to our rwo Incernec Service Providers (SURFnec and UUnet), via the WCW-lan campus
infrascruccure. The rwo red arrows designate a 8Mbir/sec ATM Vircual Privace Network conneccio n
wirh che Telematics Insricure and a I6Mbic/sec ATM VPN for the MESH video conferenci ng project,
respeccively.
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The above picture can only be an abscraccion of che coral IT-environmenc in use. In rounded numbers,
one should imagine: 185 scienrists (localised at the CWI premises, nor including guescs); 45 supporcing
scaff; 350 accouncs; 10 cencral servers (DNS, NIS, prior-server, connect-ho st, security & log-hose, ecc.);
250 desktops and laptops; 400 necwork nodes (including princers, hubs, cerminal-server, switches, ccc.);
abouc 1300 software packages available co each (Unix) deskcop; 3 operacing syscems in 9 versions;
3 ATM-swicches; 3 routers (one owned by the Telematics Instiruce); 6 Ethernet switches (24-porr
lOMbic/sec), l Echerner switch (24-porc lOOMbic/sec); 24 Ethernet concencrarors; over 250 km coax
and glass-fibre cable; supporting (induscry) standards like: TCP/IP, SNMP, SMTP. SLIP & PPP.
PosrScripr, LaT:r,X. PDF, AppleTalk, Novell, NFS, SMB, NIS, DNS, HTML, ere., ere.
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CWI Ph.D. THESES
Author
Title
Thesis adv isor(s) (for exccrnal adv isor~ chc univcrs i1y's na rm: is added)

E.J. Spee
Nunurical Methods in Global Tmmporr-Chrmistry Models
l~J.

van der Houwen

R.J. Schotting
Mathemaricnl Aspects ofSalt Tramporrs in Porous Medi11

C.J. van

Ouijn

H.L Hardman
Modelling a11d A11thori11g Hypermedi11 Dommems
A.W.M. Smeulders (University of Amscerdam)

W.J.H. Storteld er
Parameter Estimation in Nonlinear DyJJtm1ic11/ Sysrems

P.W. Hemker

J.F.P. van den Alcker
DEGAS: rm Active, Tempoml Database ofA11ro11omom Objt:m

M.L. Kerscen

H.J. Elbers
Connecting Informal and Fonnal Mathm1arics

A.M. Cohen (Ei ndhoven University ofTcchnology). J.W. Klop

J.D. M ulder
Comp11tatio11al Steering with Pnramerrized Geomerric Objras
F.C.A. Groen (University of Amsterdam)

P.O. Griinwald
The Minimum Description Length Principle and Rmsoning 1111di-r Uncertainty

P.M.B. Vicanyi
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CWI RESEARCH PROGRAMMES
Probability Netvvor ks & Algori thms
Cluster leader: A. Schrijver

Networks and Logic - Optimizatio n and Programmi ng
Theme leader: A.H .M. Gerards

Networks and optimization
Design, analysis and implemencacion of opcimizacion and approximati on algorithms
for combinacorial problems wirh che help of merhods from graph cheory, copology, discrere marhematics, geometry, and inceger and linear programmin g, with special attention ro nerwork problems (flows, routing and VLSI-design) and scheduling and timetabling.

Constraint and integer programming
Study of che foundations and applications of consuainc programmin g, in particular che
design and implementat ion of an adequate programmin g environmen c for constraint
programmin g, and the use of constraint programmin g for various oprimization problems drawing on integer programmin g techniques.
Traffic and Communica tion - Performance and Control
Theme leader: J.H. van Schuppen

Communica tion and computer networks
Developmen t of queueing rheoreric models, rheory, and algorithms for srudying congesrion phenomena in communicat ion nerworks, and of concepts and cheory for necwork control by discrece evenc and scochascic methods.

Traffic networks
Performance analysis and concrol of rraffic in urban, motorway, railway, air traffic, and
other nerworks, in parcicular performance aspects of congestion, reliability and availability, and che development of control theory for discrete evenc and hybrid syscems.

Control and system theory
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Motivated by control and signal processing, che aim is co formulate classes of systems,
focusing on Gaussian systems, finite srochascic systems, posirive linear systems, and
hybrid systems, and to develop theory for realization and system idencificatio n.

Appendices
Stochostics
Theme leader: M.S. Keane

Probability
Research in probabiliry [heory and its applica[ions, with emphasis on combinacorial
probabiliry and large random sys[ems, in particular reinforced random walk in [he
plane and on fini[e graphs, and continuum percolation.

Statistics
Fundamencal and applied research in statistics, in parricular S[atiscical inference, sra[iscical estimation of Poisson intensiry functions, and statistical methods for compound
sums, wich applications in finance.

Stochastic analysis
Fundamencal and applied research, in panicular statistical inference for scochascic processes and fraccal analysis of financial dara.

Ergodic theory and dynamical systems
Fundamencal and applied research, in particular rigid sees, H ausdorff dimension of i[eraced funccion systems, classification of Bernoulli schemes, fraccal analysis, and superexponcncial convergence.

Signals and Images
Theme leader: H.J .A.M. Heijmons

Coding, indexing and retrieval
Image coding, feamre extraction, and image indexing and recricval, in particular fractal
image coding, scaciscical analysis of images by way of quadrrees, and viewer cencered
virtual environments.

Wavelets
Analysis of seismic dara, in particular rime-varying speccral escimacion, and preprocessing wich che wavelec X-ray [ransform.

Morphological image processing
Fundamencal research on machemacical morphology and its applicacions co image and
signal processing, with special arcencion co mulciresolution approaches, in particular
che conscruccion of morphological pyramids and wavelets.

Stochastic geometry
Parameter escimacion for random sees, spacial scaristics, and image segmencarion wirh
applications co agriculture.
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Softwcue Enginee1 ing
Cluster leader: J.W. de Bakker

Interactive Software Development and Renovation
Theme leader: P. Klint

Software renovation
Development of new technology for the renovation and maincenance of legacy systems.

Optimization ofscientific software
Design and implementation of advanced optimization rools for scientific as well as
other sofrware wrirren in existing languages like C and C++, in particular rhe use of
strategy scripts as an aid in generating program transformers, and algebraic rechniqu es
for language processing.

Interactive visitttlization environments
The srudy of advanced user inceracrion techniques (vircual realicy), wich applications in
cell biology, and of distributed virtual environments for mulci-acror scenarios, augmented with raccile feedback and audio/video.

ASF+SDF
Redesign, reimplementation, and improvemenr of rhe ASF+SDF Meta-Environ ment,
in parricular the development of a Aexible and extensible generic environment co be
used in language prototyping and software renovation. Specific aims are: compilatio n
of ASF+SDF to C, unparsing, parser generation, and global archireccure.

Domain-specific languages
The aim is to develop methods for selecring suirable DSL domains, and for capturing
domain knowledge inro a DSL and its compiler, to develop meratools for the rapid
prototyping of DSLs, and to study the practical use of DSLs in various serrings.

Specification and Analysis of Embedded Systems
Theme leader: J.F. Groote

Process specification and analysis
The srudy of specification and analysis techniques for process behaviour. Other aims
are rhe study and implementation of (new) algorithms for the analysis and verificaci o n
of processes with rhe µCRL roolser, increased insight in rhe expressivicy and potential
of timed and uncimed µCRL chrough more case srudies (communicatio n protocols,
embedded systems, hybrid sysrems, etc.), and the srudy of fundamental rheory for
µCRL language extensions, process semantics, and resting.
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Proofsearching and proof checking
The study of proof search in simple logical syscems, viz., proposicional logic, in order
co increase the efficiency of symbolic verification techniques applied co verify require-

Appendices
m~ncs on processes. Furchermore. rhe devdopmenr of proof checking merhods ro e;;sca-

bhsh the correctness of programmed systems 'beyond any reason;1ble doubt'.

Coordination Languages
Theme leader: J.J.M.M. Rutten

Formal methods for coordination languages
Development, on the basis of transparanc semanric models, of formal methods for
coordination languages, and of tools for debugging and visualization for coordination
languages, using the recently constructed operational model for Manifold.

Experimental testbed for control-oriented coordination
Design and implemenrarion of an experimencal tesrbed for practical control-oriented
coordination programming on heterogeneous platforms and its programming support
envi ronment. This tesrbed is currently accessible through rhe coordination language
Manifold, its utilities, and its visual programming interface. Visifold.

Coordination applications
Study and development of practically useful coordination parrerns and prorocols in
various real-life applications, leading to program modules built on cop of the above
experimental coordination testbed system.

Exploratory research: coalgebraic models ofcomputation
Further developmenr of coalgebra as a unifying mathematical framewo rk for (transition and dynamical) systems, with emphasis on the coordination of coalgebras, as well
as probabilistic· rransition systems.

Evolutionary Computation and Applied Algorithmics
Theme leader: JA. La Poutre

Evolutionary algorithms
Design of evolutionary algorithms for managemenc-relared and economic problems
like optimization, dynamization, automatic programming, and info rmation filtering.

Neural networks
Classification of data, in particular unsupervised image classification for remote sensing data, focusing on blending and mixing of substances over rhe earth surface, and
classification, scaling, event p rediction and decision support by several types of neural
networks.

Discrete algorithms
Design of efficient algor ithms for on-line optimization problems underlying various
management and design problems in compurer systems and nerworks, as well as the
use of quality of service in managing and optimizing on-line scheduling for mulrimedia processes.
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q Arn". sis und Simulation
Cluster leader: C.J. van Duijn
Environ mental Model ling and Porous Media Research
Theme leader: J.G. Verwer

N11meric11! r1fgorithms far air qU11lity modelling
Numerical modelling of rhe long range rranspon: and chemic al exchan
ge of atmosp heric air polluranrs, involving advection schemes, stiff chemis try ODE
solvers'. opera.t or
splircing, grid generarion/adaptacion and rime steppin g m ethods for
PDEs, includi ng
implemenrarions of algorirhms on superco mputer s and parallel compu
ters.

Numerical algorithms far surface water quality modelling
Design of parallel numerical methods for the simulat ion of water polluti
on (calam itous
releases), the marine eco-system, dispersion of river water, sedime nt
transpo rt, ecc.

Partial differential equations in porous media research
The modelling of rransporr processes in the subsurface, with emphas
is on the analyti cal study of rhe governing partial differencial equatio ns. Basic and applied
researc h
includes nonlinear PDEs and free bounda ry problem s, folds in layered
geologi cal
structures, polymer gel injection, optima l body forms in gas parcicle
screams, parrern
formation, and asymptotics and special functions.

Exploratory research: discretization ofinitial value problems
Fundamental research though possibly applica tion driven inco theoret
ical numeri cal
questions and properties connected with the discrecization of initial
value proble ms for
differencial equarions, currenrly focusing on rhe numeri cal Metho d
Of Lines for temporal discreciz.acion, spliccing methods fo r the shallow wacer equatio
ns o n the sphere ,
and sparse grid methods for rime-de penden t PDE problem s.

Industrial Processes
Theme leader: P.W. Hemker

Computational fluid dynamics
Compu tation of flows in gases, liquids, or combin ations of chese (multiphase flows)
for induscrial applicarions. Curren t research includes advanc ed discret
izarion mecho ds
for systems of nonlinear conserv arion laws, mulcigrid and sparse- grid
solutio n
merhods, numerical merhods for linear algebra problem s, local grid
adaprac ion, and
parallel and distribmed computing. The presenr emphas is lies on the
develo pment of
sparse-g rid algorithms for 30 flow problems, parallel solutio n of very
large eigenv alue
problems, numerical methods for the comput ation of free-sur face flows,
and oversee
grid rechniques for convection domina ted problems.

so

Computational number theory and data security
Application of new marhematical and compucarional techniq ues for
che solutio n of
problems in number c:heory. Triggered by the emerge nce of publickey cryptog raphy,
the project studies algorithms for factorization and primali ry testing,
for compu ting

Appendices
discrete logarithms, and for rhe solucion oflargc, sparse systems of linear cquarions
over finite fields. Currently rhe research ucilizes chc Number t:iel<l Sieve merhod.

Parallel software for implicit differential equations
Development of parallel software for rhe numerical solucion of inirial-value problems
for implicit differential equarions, which con rain the classes of ordinary differential
equations and differential-algebraic equacions. The software can be us~d in electrical
circuit simulation, constraint mechanical systems (robotica), chemical reaction kinetics, financial machematical models, ere. The current focus is on waveform relaxation,
and on further development of the CW! cest set and rhc code PSIDE.

Mathematics of finance
Theme leader: J.M. Schumacher

Mathematics offinance
The focus is on compucacional methods for derivative pricing and risk management,
specifically Moore Carlo and Quasi Monce Carlo methods, and on the developmenc of
scaristical procedures for scochascic processes.

Discontinuous dynamical systems
Complemencariry-based modeling of hybrid dynamical syscems char exhibit regimeswitching behaviour. Srudy of well-posedness and dynamical propercies. Applicacions
for instance in electrical networks, piecewise linear systems, opcimizarion, and marhemarica1 finance.

Information Systems
Cluster leader: M.L. Kersten

Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery
Theme leader: A.P.J.M. Siebes

Data mining
For che daca selection phase, research is focussed on srruccure in data, for example
rime-series, geographical data, multi-valued amibures, and non-universal relarions, and
on (non-) random samples. For daca mining proper, rhe emphasis is on model-represenration and search. An imporcanr aspect is rhe reformulation and generalizacion of
well-known data mining algorithms in che KESO formalism. New research concerns
multi-relacional mining, especially mining multimedia dara.

Database architecture
Research on main memory and parallel DBMS archireccures, emphasizing facilitation
of dara mining and efficiency (the predominant dacabase vehicle is MONET on the
Medusa); further development of performance monitoring and prediction software;
multi-query optimization and support of special daca rypes (e.g., time-series databases
and pkmre da"bM«), in oonnwion wi<h effiden< darn mining.
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Multimed ia databases
The objccrive is to achieve efficient sroragc and retrieval of multimedi a data, such as
pictures, video and audio, in parcicular by using feature detecrors co simplify and
speed-up mulrimedia dara query.
Multimed ia and Human-Computer Interactio n
Theme leader: H.l. Hardmon

Distribute d adaptive hypermedia
lnvesrigarion of models and implement ation environme nts for the developm ent of
complex multi-/hypermedia documents . Panicular attention is paid to supporcing the
author in crearing different presenrations or different output formacs.

Distributed multimedi a applications
[Suspende d in connection wirh the sec-up of the spin-off company Oracrix
Developmenr b.v.)

Interactive structured documents
For aurhoring structured documents a good design of che supporting architectur es is
essential. The research addresses generic aspects of the constructi on of interactive
books, in which diverse software componen ts have co cooperate efficiencly, requiring
(among other things) the development of theory for the propagatio n of incrementa l
changes across changes in daca representation, as well as developing proof-of-c oncept
prororypes.
Interactive Information Engineering
Theme leader: P.J. W . ten Hogen

Informatio n engineering framework
Objectives are the visualization of informatio n scruccures on the basis of DAG (directed acyclic graph) presentations and the generation of navigation aids and presencation
frameworks on the basis of the DAG layout, as well as rhe investigati on of multimoda l
interaction cools for these complex presentations, and the use of incuirive, simple drawing techniques co generate illustrations in conrexc.

Applied logic and inference engines
Application of logic, viewed as a science of informacion, to key issues in the processing
and engineering of information, and the dissemina tion of this view of logic.
Production of interactive textbooks where logic is presented as a core pare of an emerging science of informatio n processing and informatio n flow analysis.

Facial animation
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Production of a prorocype system capable of capturing facial emotional expressions as
enacted by a speaking performer and of reproducin g user-contr olled transforma tions of
chose expressions as part of information presenracions.

A ppendices
Quantum Computing and Advanced Systems Research
Theme leader: P.M.B. Vit6nyi

Quantum computing
Investigation of quantum informacion and communicacion cechnology. qu.rncum computer architectures, quantum algorithms, qu:rntum information n:trieval. quantum
simulation of quancum mechanical physical syscems ac che demencary kvcl (compucational quantum macrer) and quancum information theory.

MDL Learning and evolutionary computing
Design, implemencarion. and comparative analysis of a Sl'ries or praccica.I applicacions
of machine learning techniques. Applications include automacic grammar generation
from large text corpora and comparative cvaluacion of predictive accuracy of MDL and
new forms of stochastic complexity, and GP learning of neural nccwork governed
robot locomotion and general cechniques improving speed and scorage rcquiremcncs of
GP implementations.

Advanced algorithms and systems
Design and analysis of algorirhms for discribuced and parallel syscems. Limicacions and
possibiliries of furure syscems are ide ntified by exploiti ng fundamenca l machemarical
techniques of (Kolmogorov) complexity chcory. A major item is descripcional complexiry leading to rhc ' incompressibility method' and 'learning by compression'. Also
mobile and nomadic computing and communication arc considered.
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INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL PROGRAMME S
This appendix summarizes the major national and internatio nal projects in which
CWI participa tes.
The following data ore given for each project:
- title,
- period,
- cooperation w ith other institutes,
- CWI project leader(s).

Eu1opea n Program mes

ESPRIT
MERCUR Y (20089): Performance Managem em of Commercial Parallel Database Systems
1996-199 8
ICL, IFATEC, ING, Herrioc-W au U.
M. L. Kersten
KESO (20596): Knowledge Excracrion for Statistical Offices
1996-1998
National Smiscical Offices of Finland, Greece (via FORTH), and T he Netherlan ds, Infratest
Burke, Dara Distilleries, GMO, U. Helsinki
A. P.J.M. Siebes
CHAMEL EON (20597): An Au choring Environm ent for Adaptive Multimed ia Documen
ts
1995-199 8
CLRC, Epsilon SA, Carcermill Internacional, Comunica cion lnreracciva, Egnacia Epirus
Foundacion, Cycnos Systemes Ouvercs
D.C.A. BuJcerman
DELOS (21057): ERCIM Digital Library
1996-1999
Elsevier, U. Michigan, all ERCIM lnscicmes
F.A. Roos
CON FER II (2 1836): Concurrency and Funccions: Evaluation and Reduction
1996-200 0
IN RIA, ENS, CNET, !CL, KTH, Universities of Bologna, Cambridge, Edinburg h, Pisa,
Sussex
and Warwick
J.W. Klop

S4

COTIC (23677): Concurren r Conmain t Programm ing for time-critical applicatio ns
1997-2000
Universities of Utrecht, Pisa, Lisbon and Kent, SICS, CR&T
K.R. Apt
COORDI NA (24512): From Coordinacion Models co Applications
1997-2000
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INRIA, Xerox, U. Leiden, 8 European Univcrsiries. Signaal
J.J.M.M. Runen
NeuroCOLT II (27150): Neural anJ compucacional learning
1998-2000
11 universicies across Europe
P.M.B. Vicanyi
VHS (26270): Verificacion and concrol of hybrid systems
1998-200 I
U. Gene, INP Gre noble, U. N ijmegen
J.H. van Schuppen
DEDUG IS (28115): Dcduccive Consrrainr Databases for lnrdligenr Geographical Information
Systems
1998-2001
CNR/CNUC E, U. Pisa, GMO - First Berlin, U. Wi.irzburg. Sisccmi Terricorialli Pisa. DEBIS
Berlin, INTECS Pisa, SISTEMA Grosseco
K.R. Ape

MAST Morine Science and Technology
MMARlE: Applicacion of High Performance Compucing Techniques for chc Modelling of
Marine Eco Syscems
1995-1998
U. Leuven, Delft Hydraulics, U. Souchamprnn, IFREMER. CRS Cagliari. U. Hamburg. U.
Liege, U. Delfc, RlKZ, CETIIS, U. Br:idford, Hydraulic Research Wallingford. Proudman
Oceanograph ic Laboratory Bridsron, UP de Catalunya.
P.J. van der Houwen

ACTS
SEMPER (AC026): Secure Eleccronic Market place for Europe
1995-1998
Crypcomachic (OK), OigiCash (NL), Eurocom Expercise (GR), Europay lncernacional (8).
FOGRA Forschungsgesellschafr Druck (D), GMD (0), IBM European Nerworking Ct'nccr
(D), I nrracom (GR), KPN Research (NL), Occo-Yersand (0). r3 security engineering (CH),
SEPT (F), U. Freiburg, U. Hildesheim (0)
D.C.A. Bulcerman

TELEMATICS
DACCORD (TRI 017): Developmenr and Appli..:acion of Coordinaced Cone ml of Corridors
1996-1999
Hague Consulcing, U. Delf-1:, U. Lancascc: r, TNO. RWS. U. N:tples. CSST. Aucos rrac.fr lcalia.
INRTS, lie de France, Ville de Paris, U. Crere, TCU
J.H. van Schuppen
EULER (LB5609): European Libraries and Elecrronic Resources in Marhem~ttir.:al Scienct·s
1998-2001
FIZ Karlsruhe, EMS, Oocumencaire Nacionale pour les machemariqui:s. U. Lund, U. Gorcingen,
U. Degli Mari Group, U. Joseph Fourier
F.A. Roos/P.J.W. ten Hagen
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TMR
DON ET: O iscn:re Oprimiz:uion: Theory :ind Applications

I998-2000
London School of Economics and Polirical Sciences, U. Pierre er Marie Curie (Paris),
Rheinischc: U. Bonn, CNR. U. Lisbon, ALMA, DASH. Ecole Polyrechnique Federale de
Lrnsanne
A. Schrijver, A.H.M. Gerards
ERNSI: Sysrems Idcncificacion

1998-2002
KTH Srockholm, TU Wien, CNR-LADSEB, U. Leuven, INRIA, U. Rennes, U. Cambridge,
U. Linkoping. U. Eindhoven, U. Delfc
J.H. van Schuppcn

INTAS
Symmecry and cohomology approach co equacions of mechanics and machemacical phys ics

1997-1999
Moscow lnsricuce for Numerical Economy, Moscow Scace U., U. Tweme, U. Salerno
M. Hazewinkel
ERETIMA: English-Russian enriched Thesaursus in Machematics

1997-1999
U. Mi.inchen, Yaroslav Scace U ., Russian Academy of Sciences, Sceklov Institute of Machem a ties
M. Hazcwinkel
Mulci-scale image analysis and applicacions

1997-1999
U. Leuven, U. Surrey, lnscicuce of Marhemacics (Gome!), Inscicuce of Aucomacion and
Eleccromecry (Novosibirsk), Compucing Center (Moscow), lnsriruce of Engineering
Cybernecics
H.J.A.M. Heijmans
Ergodic chcory and dynamical systems

1998-2000
Universicies of Tours. Barcelona, Marseille and Arnscerdam, Ukrainian National Ac. of Science,
Scare Pedagogical Universicy Nizh ny Novgorod
M.S. Keane
Machemacical methods for stochastic discrete evenr systems

1997-2001
U. Moscow, U. Novisibirsk, U. Cambridge, U. Bcaunschweig, INRIA
M.S. Keane

JOULE
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WELGEL: Polymer Gel Injeccion

1998-2000
U. Delft, U. Wageningen, NAM. TNO, U. Leiden
C.J. van Duijn
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INCO
Dr. Tesy: Merhods and Tools for Disrribured Real Time Embedded Syscems Design and
Analysis

1998-2001
Moscow Scace U., GMO B<.:rlin, RedLab Led , Scare Research lnsriruce of Aircraft Systems
(Gosnias)
J.F. Groote
D EVlEW: Designing and Developing che Viewer Cenrred Paradigm in Vircual Environmencs

1998-2001
U. Capetown, U. College London
P.J.W. ten Hagen
Developing Software Engine<.:ring Envi ronmenrs for Discribured Information Sysrems
I 998-200 1
Universities of Easr Anglia, Manchester, and Cyprus, Space Application Services
F. Arbab

N

otional Programmes
NWO-GBE (formerly SION/SWON)
From ideas co realiry - implemenring cryprography

1994-1998
L.G.L.T. Meercens
MDL Neurocompuring

1994-1998
P.M.B. Vic:inyi
Equarional cerm graph rewriring

1994-1998
].W Klop
Generic cools for program analysis and oprimizarion

1994-1998
P. Kline
Checking verificacion of concurrem sysrems wich rype rheory cools

1994-1998
U. Ucrechc

J.F. Grooce
Conscraincs in objecr-orienced inceraccive graphics

1994-1998
U. Eindhoven
P.J.W. cen Hagen
Parallel declaracive programming: transforming logic programs co lazy functional programs

1996-1998
K.R. Apt

s;
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Theon:m proving and dynamic logi.:
1996- 1998
!CC L. U. Scutrgarr
0.J.N. van Eijck
PROMACS: Probabilisric merhods for rhe analysis of concinuous sysrems
1998-1999
U. Eindhoven, Free U. Amsre rdam
J.J.M.M. Runen
Classifying proof techn iq ues for proposirional logic
1994-1999
U.Delfr
J.F. Groore
Large random sysrems and combinawrial probabili cy
1998-2000
M.S. Keane
Monce Carlo and quasi-Mon re Carlo simulatio n for efficient valuation and risk assessment of
financial derivares
1998-2000
Universiries of Groningen, Delfr and Twenre
J.M. Schumacher
Specrral parameters and embeddabiliry of graphs
1998-2000
A. Schrijver
Srrengrhening semidefinite programming in coding and combinatorial opt imization
1998-2000
A.M.H . Gerards
Parallel algorirhms for solving large sparse linear equations over finite fields
U. Leiden
1998-2000
H.J.J. re Riele
A modular roo lser fo r µ CRL
1997-2000
U. Urrechr, U. Eindhoven, U. Amsterdam, U. Nijmegen, U. Groningen, U. Twente, Philips
] .F. Groote
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Prorocols, reference models and inceracrion schemes for multi media environm ents
1997-2000
] .F. Groore
Dynamic algorithms for on-line optimization
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